The LineLazer 130HS is the ultimate hydraulic airless striping unit that contractors rely on for their most challenging striping jobs. Professional striping contractors wanting hydraulic performance and proven power cannot go wrong with the LineLazer 130HS. As the preferred hydraulic stripper for everyday jobs, it consistently delivers solid performance day in and day out.

Includes the following features:

- **Storage Compartment**
  - New storage area for tips, guards and miscellaneous items

- **DualComfort™ Handle Bar System**
  - Fits all users—easy to adjust
  - Solid 4-bolt design

- **EZ Align Front Wheel System**
  - Keeps unit tracking straight
  - Intuitive design

- **EasyMark Gun Adjustment System**
  - Simple guide mark system
  - Easy gun on/off, front/back
  - Perfect gun set up—every time

- **QuikSelect Gun Selector**
  - Chrome gun lever for ease of use dependable operation

- **Honda Power**
  - Contractor preferred—excellent power and proven reliability

- **Exclusive Easy Out Filter System**
  - 50 mesh filter for no plug performance
  - Inside out filtering

- **Endurance Paint Pump**
  - Industry best performance
  - Proven design with 25 years of success

### Specifications

- **Max Tip Size:** 0.029
- **Max GPM (LPM):** 1.3 (4.9)
- **Max PSI (BAR):** 3300 (227)
- **Honda GX Engine CC (HP):** 120 (4.0)
- **Weight LBS (KG):** 242 (110)